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The Real Fruit is Inside
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
of Guru Nanak Dev Ji
Maharaj is presented to you. India is
called the land of rishis and munis. Even
now you can find many people who have
taken up the outer appearance and instructions or teachings of the rishis; even
now you can find many people searching
for God and doing the devotion of God
in their own ways.
Swami Ji Maharaj said that the pundits and others who take up the outer or
imitative forms -the hypocritic forms care only for their self-interest; that is
why when the Saints come into this
world the so-called holy men always criticize Them. Because when the Masters
come They have to give out the message
of Truth and when They say things
which go against the pundits and others
who have taken up the outer forms they
get offended. But They have to give the
message of Truth and They cannot do
that without telling the Reality.
Sometimes we taunt people who do
not do the devotion of God according to
our beliefs and our ways of devotion.
Sometimes we call that person someone
who does not believe in God and we
taunt them.
Mahatmas are sent by God Almighty
Himself. Kabir Sahib says, "We are the
ones who know the secret of the Real
Home." So that is why when the Masters
come into this world They do not involve
the people in rites and rituals of the existing religions. They don't involve us in
rites and rituals because all the con-
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This Satsang was given July 24, 1990, at
Sant Bani Ashram, Sanbornton, NH.
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fusions and problems in which we are
involved nowadays are due to adopting
the rites and rituals and following the socalled religions. So when the Masters
come into this world They tell us, "You
do not need to change your religion."
They do not make us leave our religion,
They do not involve us in any rites and
rituals or any outward practices. They
put us on the Path which has been made
by God Almighty Himself and which is
the only Path by which we can go back
to our creator.
Many people who had taken up the
outer forms and who were doing the
outer rites and rituals came to Guru
Nanak. Those who were wearing colored
clothes used to claim that they had met
with God. Guru Nanak Sahib did not
mean to criticize them-I also do not
mean to criticize anyone. Guru Nanak
Sahib lovingly explained to them that
God Almighty cannot be realized by assuming any outer form or changing our
outer appearance. He cannot be realized
by doing any outer practices or rites and
rituals.
Lovingly He says, "All the outer rites
and rituals which we are doing are like
collecting the skins of the fruit. The real
fruit or the real taste is in the fruit inside.
The real taste is in doing the devotion of
Naam."
So lovingly Guru Nanak Sahib explains to them, that if you will churn the
milk only then will you get butter. If you
go on churning water you will not get
anything.
Guru Nanak Sahib tells us that the
practice of the Surat Shabd (by Surat
3
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blessing the food and the cooks
Shabd H e means that Surat is our soul
and Shabd is that power of God) the
practices or meditation of the Surat
Shabd are the only valid practices
through which we can realize God. All
other things which we are doing other
than the practices of the Surat Shabd is
like churning water.

husband and who is spending her life
with her husband. In the same way, only
that soul can be called a s the married
one who has united herself with the
Shabd and who is always with the
Shabd. Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj refers t o the soul as wife and the Shabd as
husband.

The body of the woman whose husband lives with her is extremely
beautiful.

One who is always colored in the
devotion of the Lord,
Burns the egoism from his within.

Lovingly H e says, "Which body is the
most beautiful? -one which meets with
God Almighty-one which makes her
union with God Almighty. This body is
not only made up of bones, flesh and
blood; in this body God Almighty also
resides."

We all d o the devotion according to our
own ways. Some are devoted t o their
children, others are devoted to their
wives; some are devoted to their country,
some are devoted to their families and
things like that. But which is the best
devotion? He tells us that the devotion of
the Shabd Naam, the meditation of the
Shabd Naam, is the best of all the devotions.
In all other devotions there is partiality [or bias in favor of our part]. If we
are devoted to our children we think our

One who realizes the Shabda of the
Master is ever married to the true
husband.
Which woman can be called as the married one? Only she who is married to her
4
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children are the best and we are biased
toward other people's children. In the
same way, if we are devoted to our family, we think that our family is the best
and we are biased toward other families.
In the same way, if we are devoted to our
religion we think it is the best religion
and all other religions are not good. So
in all the devotions we are partial or
biased.
We see the condition of those people
who are devoted to their religion, how
much they are biased and how much
they are attached to their own religion.
Because when they are attached only to
their own religion, they do not think that
the other religions are good. The devotion of the Master is the only devotion
which is impartial. Because the devotion
of the Master does not let any egoism
remain. It removes all the egoism, it
creates only love.
It is due to people who do the narrowminded devotion to their religion that
nowadays we see people fighting with
each other in the name of religion.

Hail, Hail, to the bani of the Perfect Master.
It emanates from the Perfect Master
and merges into the Truth.
Guru Nanak Sahib lovingly says, "You
see dear ones, the Sound is emanating
from Sach Khand, sounding in between
and behind our two eyebrows, and anyone who reaches there and catches hold
of that Sound can easily go back to Sach
Khand, our real home." It doesn't matter
to what religion one belongs; anyone can
do that devotion, anyone can listen to
the Sound current after reaching the eye
center. Whether he is Hindu, Muslim or
a Christian, or any other religion, it
doesn't matter; anyone who reaches the
eye center and listens to that Sound Current can easily go back to Sach Khand,
our real home, by catching hold of the
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Sound Current and following It.
We can understand and can get the
knowledge of that Sound Current only
from those Mahatmas who hear or who
listen to this Sound day and night. Only
after receiving the Sound-the Kalma
Initiation from such a Mahatma can we
understand this, and only with Their
guidance can we go within and listen to
that Sound Current.

Everything resides within the body;
The Khanda, mandala (planes) and
patala (the nether regions).
Now Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj says,
"Do not understand that this body is
made up only of bones, flesh and skin.
Don't understand that this is the only
thing which the body has. God Almighty
has kept everything within your body,
all that you see outside has been kept
within your body al~o."
If a doctor says, "I have done a lot of
surgery and I have not seen any Khand
or Brahamand or any division of this
creation within the human body9'-dear
ones it is not like that. They are not
present within our body in a material
form. They are present within our body
in an astral form and they are behind the
veil of mind. We can see all these great
divisions of the creation only if we go
within and we lift up that veil of mind.

Within the body resides One who
gives life to the world.
He sustains everyone.
Now Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj says,
"Not only the Khands and Brahammands are present within our body. Even
God Almighty Who has given life to all
the creatures, Who has created this creation, and Who is sustaining all the creation is within us."

The body which recognizes the
Naam of the Gurumukh is always
beautiful;

Within that body He Himself resides.
He is the Invisible One Who cannot
be seen [outside].
Now lovingly He says, "Which body is
the beautiful one; which body is successful? Only that body which meets with
the Shabd within." Further He says,
"God Almighty Who is the invisible one
- we can see and recognize Him only
when we go to the Gurumukhs, the perfect Masters, and seek Their guidance."

The manmukhs are arrogant - they
do not understand,
So they go outside to search for
Him.
Suppose you have lost something in this
Satsang canopy, if you go to some other
city looking for that thing you will never
be successful. We can become successful
in finding or recovering that lost thing,
only if we look for it at this place.
We are the manmukhs, we are the
fools, we are the illiterate ones. That
Almighty God is residing within us but
we are looking for Him outside; we are
going to the mountains, temples,
mosques, the holy places, and we are
looking for Him outside. If there is any
temple or mosque, church or gurdwara,
it is our own existence, our own body.
All these religious places are worth respecting and we should think about this
patiently: why the mahatmas made those
places and why they insisted that we
should go within them everyday, why
they said that we should be very respectful to those places and that we should
not do any bad deed after going to those
holy places. This is something which we
need to think upon.
If we realize that God Almighty is sitting within this temple, this human
body, then we would go within this human body everyday and with this body,

this temple of God, we would not do any
bad karma.
Mahatmas lovingly tell us, "You see
how much we respect the temples or the
religious places which we have made
with our own hands and feet, how we go
there and burn incense, we keep them
very pure and we do not do any bad deed
there."We always go to worship there
and we take such good care of them. But
this human body, the temple which God
Almighty Himself made for us, in which
God Almighty Himself resides, we do
not pay any attention to that. That is
why we are doing all sorts of bad deeds
with this human body, with this temple
of God; we do not hesitate in filling this
body up with all kinds of drinks and
other bad things. We do not appreciate
this temple of God which God Almighty
has made and in which God is residing.
You know how much we clean and
prepare our home when some relative or
worldly friend is coming to visit us. We
are afraid that if our home is dirty and
messy he may criticize our home and we
are afraid of his criticism. That is why
we take such good care and clean up the
home and make it very nice. But we do
not appreciate God Almighty Who is the
resident of Sach Khand, the beautiful
place. We do not appreciate Him as
much as we do the worldly relatives or
friends. That is why we do not keep this
body, this temple, where God resides as
clean as we do our own home.

One always gets happiness by serving the Satguru,
Satguru makes him see the Unseen
One.
Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj says, "If we
have very good fortune, very good fate,
only then can we come across the perfect
Master, and only then would He give us
Initiation and put us on the Path. Only
then the invisible, the untraceable God,
SANT BANI

many children and parents waited for Sant Ji's darshan each morning
Who cannot be found by any other
means-our Master can graciously make
us see and realize that God.
Within the body are the gems The body is filled up with the
wealth of devotion.
Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj calls the
Naam as gems or jewels because in the
world you know that jewels are considered to be the most precious things. So
He says that within your body is the
jewel of Naam. God has kept within you
this store of the devotion, this store of
that Naam; and the Masters are the ones
who take care of that Naam.
No one particular country or community or religion has a claim on this store
of the devotion of Naam. Anyone who
meets the perfect Master, and who asks
the Master for it can get it.
Within this body are the nine divisions of the earth;
Everything resides within.
July /August 1990

Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj says that all
the oceans, mountains, and even the One
Who has created all these things-as Kabir Sahib also says-the Creator of all
these things is also within us.
Kabir Sahib says, "Within you there is
a blooming garden, and all the buds have
bloomed now; and the Creator Who has
made those buds, those flowers, bloom is
also residing within you."
By pondering over the Shabda of
the Master,
We get the nine treasures of the
Naam within the body.

Now Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj tells us
His experience. All the religions believe
that the essence of religion is in Naam.*

* See Naam or Word, by Kirpal Singh, for an
explanation of the importance of the Logos or
Word Power in the various world religions. Emphasis is usually on the Varan Atmak Naam (the
written or spoken word) rather than on the
Dhun Atmak Naam (the Word of God that can
be experienced within, but which cannot be expressed at the level of intellect).

But we do not know what that Naam is,
whether that Naam can be written or
spoken in any particular language; we do
not know what Power or what thing that
Naam is.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say, "If
Naam were merely words, even a five
year old child could give them out." You
know how the Mahatma, Guru Amardev, whose bani we are reading now,
how in His old age H e went to Guru
Angad and H e did His devotion; He did
the meditation of Naam. So if Naam
were just the few words, He could have
taken those words without meeting Guru
Angad and He could have medita.ted
upon those words. But it is not like that.
Naam is not just the words; It is the Path
of devotion to the Master.*
Lovingly He says, "That Naam, which
is the owner of all the treasures, is within
your existence, within your body."

This mind which helps us collect the
jewels, rubies, and diamonds is
very valuable.
We do not get the Naam by paying
for It We get the Naam with the grace of
the Master.

Now H e says, "The mind was fond of all
the worldly pleasures, it was always seeking the bad things, and it was collecting
shells and not interested in doing the true
merchandise. But when we came to the
Master and started doing the devotion
according to the instructions of the Master, when we came to the Eye Center and
when we removed the astral and causal
covers from the soul, then the same
mind-when we made him go back to
his real home, Brahm-then the same
mind, started helping us in dealing with
the jewels of Naam." Often I have said
that as long as we are below Trikuti or
the second plane the mind is not helping
Within the body, the One who
us. The mind is always pulling us down
weighs, who measures, is Himself
using lust, anger, greed, attachment and
weighing.
egoism,
because their physical existence
is at the eye center, and in their astral
Now H e says that God Almighty, Who is form they reside in Trikuti; but beyond
within us, is weighing things, measuring that they do not exist. So when we rise
things within us. He knows, He decides, above and when we go beyond Trikuti,
who should be given one more birth in all these passions d o not find any place
this world and who should be brought over there. Master often used to say that
back to the Real Home, who should be in the beginning the mind is like an enbrought to the Master and who should emy. But when we make him reach his
be kept away from the Master. So it is real home, then afterwards he becomes
God Almighty Himself Who is doing ev- our friend and helps us in our journey
erything and He decides for every being. towards our home.
Kabir Sahib says, "Sitting in His balOnly one who has eaten the fruit can
cony, God Almighty is looking at every tell us about its taste. Mahatmas have
person, every being, and whatever worked very hard, They have gone
amount of devotion one has done, accor- within, They have done the meditation
ding to that He is rewarding them."
of Naam, They have tasted the Naam,
that is why They are the ones who can
* See, Servanfs of God, by Jon Engle; chapter tell us about the qualities of Naam. They
three tells the moving story of Amardas' long are the ones who can tell us what Naam
search and unlimited devotion to his Master
is. Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj also says
because of which He became Guru Amardas.
the same thing here. He says, "Naam is

8
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such a thing which we cannot get by
paying any price, we cannot obtain it
because of our might or because of our
power. We can get it only from the Masters Who have manifested it within
Them, and and only after going with
humility to the perfect Masters can we
receive it."
If there was any price for the Naam,
the rich people would have bought it and
the poor people would have been deprived of it. If only the clever people
could receive Naam, the innocent ones
and those who are not so clever would
have not received the Naam.

The Gurumukhs search for Him
within the body.
All others are lost in the illusion.
Now Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj says
that those who are the Gurumukhs, or
the beloveds of God, they go within their
body and they search for the Naam over
there. But those who are the manmukhs,
what do they do? They either are
searching for God in the holy books or
they go to the mountains, or to holy
places of pilgrimage, and they are trying
to search for Him outside.
Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj says that
if you go outside of your body searching
for God, if you do not take the Naarn
you are doing a useless job, you will not
get Naam and you will not get anything
except pain.

Only one who is given Naam by
Him gets It;
What can the cleverness of others
do?
Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj says that God
has kept this thing in His own hands.
Only one to whom God wants to give,
only one who is encouraged by God
Himself, comes to the Master for the
Initiation of Naarn. Otherwise we cannot come to the Master ourselves. We
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cannot obtain it by our cleverness.

Within the body resides the fear and
affection of the Lord.
One gets it through the grace of the
Master.
Within the body reside Brahma,
Vishnu and Mahesh, who create,
destroy, and maintain the whole
world.
Now Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj says,
"All these gods who have been appointed
by God Almighty -first Brahma, who
has been given the job of creating, then
Vishnu, who is responsible for destruction, and Mahesh, who is responsible for
the maintenance of this creation - even
if you want to meet these gods, you can
do that only after going in the within."

The True One has created this play
of coming and going.
Now Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj says
that this world is like a play which He
has created Himself, and all this coming
and going of the souls into this world is
like a play. And that Power which is
sitting behind the veil is making all the
people dance like a puppeteer makes the
puppets dance.

The Perfect Satguru Himself makes
us see (God);
The True Naam liberates.
Lovingly He says that when we follow
the instructions of the Masters who have
become the form of Naarn, the form of
Shabd, then we can easily see with our
own eyes all this coming and going. You
know that when any of our beloveds
leave this world how difficult it is for us
to accept that, how painful it is; many
people even cannot bear that pain.
Master Sawan Singh Ji often used to
talk about the incident when His son left
the body. He used to say that His son
was thirty-two years old and he was
9
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goodbye darshan as Sant Ji drove
working as an overseer. When his end
time came, they were not far away from
the dera where Master Baba Jaimal
Singh used to live. But he was made to
finish his breaths at the train station.
Master Sawan Singh did not want to
take him to the dera because He was
afraid that in the dera Bibi Rukkho
would insist and request Baba Jaimal
Singh to grant him more life and Master
Sawan Singh did not want that. So that
is why His son was made to leave the
body at the train station and after that
they went to the dera. Master Sawan
Singh Ji used to say, "When he left the
body I looked within myself and I thoroughly introspected myself. I looked in
my within and I found that I was neither
happy nor unhappy. Whose grace was
that? It was the grace of Baba Jaimal
Singh that I was able to accept the Will
of Lord." Because Masters d o not d o
anything except the Will of God.
The body which serves the Satguru
is made a true one by Satgurrr
Himself.

10
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Without Naarn there
is no other support
at the door of
Sach Khand and
Yama bothers.
Nanak says, "He
upon whom God
showers His grace
gets
the
true
glory."

Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj says, "He to whom
God Almighty wants to
give His glory gets the
riches of Naam, and once
he has gotten the riches of
Naam, he cannot be
away
stopped by anyone from
entering the court of God." Only one
who has the riches of Naam with him
can easily reach the court of God, can
easily go to His home and nobody will
stop him there. You know that Naam is
like getting a visa. When we want to visit
any country, first of all we need to go to
a representative of that country and ask
for a visa. And when they stamp the
visa, when they give us the visa, only
after that can we travel to that country.
And when we have a visa the people in
that country where we are visiting will
not stop us. In the same way, Naam is
like getting the visa and the Masters have
come in this world to give us the visa.
Once we get the Naam, once we get that
visa, nobody will stop us from going to
the court of the Lord, from going to our
Real Home. And that is why Guru Amardev Ji Maharaj lovingly says that
those who have been given that visa,
those who have been stamped with that
Naam they will not be stopped a t the
court of the Lord, they will easily enter
the court of the Lord.

SANT BANI

Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
Master, could you clarify
something for me, please? It is my
rrnderstanding that the group leaders,
when they go over the diaries with the
members of their Satsang, are not to discuss the inner experiences with them at
any time.
UESTION:

Q

NO, no, no. The orders
are very clear. Most of the diaries received here were incomplete. Either they
did not put in any time for meditation,

THE MASTER:

This darshan session took place at
Sawan Ashram, Nov. 1, 1973, to a
grorrp o,f aboltt 30 Western disciples,
including five group leaders from various countries who asked most of the
questions. The sessiorl, which took
place in Ellglish, has been transcribed
and prepared by the Dept. of Records.
Juiy /August 1990

or their columns were incomplete or
wrongly entered. The group leaders
should see that the diarics are completed
correctly, and that is all. No spiritual
guidance is required to be given to anyone. The group leaders should see what
the initiates write in the diaries. They
may say, "You don't put in enough time
-put in more time, please"; or, "Your
columns are all right, quite clear, even
then you don't see anything?" So
about seventy per ccnt of the diaries received here were incomplete. We had to
return them: "Please complete this part,
please complete that part." All that can
now bc done by t k group leaders over
thcre. That is not spiritual guidance. I n
thc cvent of your putting in regular time,
you see the rcsults yourself. If there is
advancc, that's all right. If you don't get
any better, your diaries should be shown
11

to the group leaders; they should see
that they are correct, point out that this
column is complete, or incomplete.

ways, my attention affected, my overall
chastity affected, or even purity affected.
Is that all right, to huve two columns?

THE MASTER:
That column is meant
only for sex in thought, word and deed,
that's all. Over-eating and these things
have nothing to do with that. These
things you are keeping-group
leaders
T H E MASTER: I think they should read
should train you, tell you your very
Seven Paths. It's very clear. They should
ABC'S,how to complete the diary. You
read the literature, then take care that
have been there for years and years, for
each entry is complete, clarified and
so long and you do not know how to
passed through with care.
complete the diary? If you do not know,
QUESTION: In Seven Paths, it say,r let the group leaders teach you. If you
that over-indulgence in eating is similar put in full time, and keep your diaries,
you will progress. Twice when I sent out
to lack of chastity.
questionnaires, I asked each group leadTHE MASTER:
That is not part of chaser questions: "Have you read all my
tity. The part on chastity means only
books and circulars?" They said, "Yes."
sex, nothing more. That should be clari"Are you improving?" They said, "Yes."
fied if you are a group leader.
And still I find in some diaries they don't
Master, I brought my di- see anything. Some of them who said
QUESTION:
arj sheets for the last four months with "Yes'' to everything, and don't see anyAre they true? This is
me and I haven't given them to you yet thing-then?
what
I
mean.
It is very necessary to
because you are always so busy. Can I
complete your diaries very literally, you
give them to you tonight?
see. Weed out all faults; you will have
THE MASTER:
Look here! Diaries are
progress, you will have transvision.
meant to find out if you're progressing
QUESTION:I find it difficult, with
or not. If not, why not. Guidance is
some
of them, to make them keep a
found there. Forget the past, have the
diary
at
all.
present. Are you improving in your meditation? Or having any difficulty? Tell
THE MASTER: Keeping the diary
me and finish off.
means: If you criticize yourself as you
QUESTION:SO I don't have to give criticize others you will become a saint.
them to you? You don't want to see
QUESTION:Yes, Master, I explain
them?
that to them and then they always say,
"Oh, I have so many faults I can't write
THE MASTER: They are for your benefit. Keep them for yourself, for your own them in," and they don't do anything.
guidance, that's all. . . . Anyone else?
THE MASTER:I tel.1 you, they're not
Yes, please?
sincere. Suppose I say, "I am sinful, I
am sinful" all the time, I then become
QUESTION: Master, in m y diary under
chastity i n deed, I put in another column sinful. As you think so you become.
--I have two columns-one under sex- Take note, then weed out. Saying "I am
ual, and one for being affected in other sinful" alone won't do. When you have
QUESTION: Many initiates seem to
have a misunderstanding about the chastity column in deed. Many put down failures in deed when they overeat.
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sinned, do no more-this is what is required. Excuse me, are you not being
childish? Sins stand in the way of your
meditations. How many columns are
there in the diary? Even if you take one
column--concentrate for one week on
one column-in a month, you'l,l be all
right. Make it a point this month that
you won't think ill of anybody. Go on
like that, watch everything, weed out.
Take the second column-no lies, no untruthfulness, nothing of this sort. Take
one week, four, even five weeks. We
simply say, "I have done this, I have
done that, I am very sinful." Well, that
alone won't do. Once there was a lady
who liked to live with somebody other
than her husband; they brought her to
Christ. They said, "She has committed
adultery." "What is the punishment for
that?" he asked. They answered, "Moses
said, to be stoned to death." "All right,
let her stand there. That man should
throw a stone who has not committed
that sin himself." Nobody dared. Then
he said, "All right, go, but do no more."
That is what is meant by the diary. In
this way you would have gone up to the
fourth or fifth plane. How many columns are there? All right, you told lies
today. Don't tell lies tomorrow. That's
all. It's very simple-it
is you people
who have made it so hard to understand.
. . . Yes? Come up.
QUESTION:
Master, I think there is
one question which is still sometimes unclear. Some o f the satsangis will, on
their own, come to the group leader and
show rhe diaries. Others will never do
that.
THE MASTER:
They should be shown
for completion, not for guidance.

QUESTION:
Yes, for completion. But
some others will not do it. Now . . .
T H E MASTER:

They've not progressed.
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QUESTION: But, YOU see, the thing that
sometimes perplexes, that puzzles the
group leaders is, is it or is it not the
group leader's business to go up to satsangis who do not show their diaries and
tell them, "Show me the diary"? Most
feel that this is not our business to do
SO.

THE MASTER:
Group leaders are now
charged with the duty of seeing that
these things are completed correctly. I
have now charged them to do this.

QIJESTION: SO We should go after
those who do not show the diaries and
ask them . . .
THE MASTER: Tell them, "All right, if
you are filling in your diaries, are they
complete? If not, you may consult us for
completion." That way you reach and
really meet whoever comes. You can do
that.

QUESTION:
Master, in Vancouver we
have a Wednesday night meditation and
diar.~class because there are so many
satsangis in Vancouver it's dificult to
meet every single one all the time.
'THE MASTER: What is the diary? One
talk will do. Explain Seven Paths. They
have to do it themselves. For example,
"don't tell liesH-then don't tell lies!
What is there to understand? "Don't
deceive anybodyH-well, don't deceive
anybody! Are there any more meanings
to that? There is the example of Yuddhisthra, one of the five Pandava brothers. Their guru told them, "Take truthfulness; go; remember-be
truthful."
Next day only four came back; the fifth
did not come. They explained, "He's
still learning, memorizing the lesson."
Two days, three days, four days, five
days went by; he did not turn up. After
a week he came. He said to the Master,
"I have now learned how to be truthful."

And he never told a lie throughout this
life. The other four brothers were sent
to Hell.
This is what is meant by learning to
keep the diaries. Be thankful you have
been given something to start with, you
have all been given something to start
with, but you must practice. If you put
in more timc in your meditations, all virtues will come, they will replace all
vices. Have you rcad the literature? Why
have I written all that? In Jap Ji it is
given, "If you hear the Sound Current,
all virtues will find abode in you, and
replace all vices." Only by hearing!
When you sit by fire, you don't need
warm clothing or a blanket or anything.
By only saying "fire," what good is
that?
This diary is very sacred. What is
more simple? Non-violence: no evil for
anybody in thought, word or deed.
Thoughts are very potent; if you think
evil of anybody then that poisons you,
and reacts on the other man. That's the
law of nature. If you don't think evil of
anybody, how calm you are! First
thoughts come, thcn they find their way
to the mouth. It's given, "Out of the
abundance of heart a man speaks." So
be truthful, then all other things will go.
With the truth you will get other virtues.
Don't tell lies. Always speak the truth.
If you're a liar, you must have a good
memory. Surely! You tel.1 one story to
one man, then another to another man,
and so on. A liar must have a very good,
strong memory, you see. If you only
stick to the diary, you'll have transvision. I started a diary as a student.
So take one column, stick to it. If for
a week or for a month, you don't put
down any failure under that column, it
will become a good habit. You won't be
able to do otherwise; and it will not
stand in the way of your meditation.
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I f we quickly turn to our
Master after we have a rhought which
we don't really want, but it comes
through just the same, then if we come
to You inside and ask You to forgive us,
Yorr will forgive us and then we will do
Sirnran and it will disappear. Is that
right?
QUESTION:

T H E MASTER:
GOTTEN

WHEN

ALL THINGS

ARE

THEY

DONE

ARE

FORNO

MORE.Then what is left? Now rake up
any other questions you've got . . .
QUESTION:
I .still don't understand
aborrt over-indulgence, Master.
T H E MASTER:Over-indulgence in
what? Eating? Or you mean in sex? In
the diary, this is for sex: loss of semen,
whether by self-abuse, by night pollution, or any way.

QUESTION:I S 11ight pollution n deed?
THE MASTER: Yes, surely. That is a
result of a desire. It is the result of your
own action of thought, reaction of
thought. Thoughts comc because we see
something, we dream of it. It is you
who havc sown the sced. A man can become very honest, really righteous, if he
only sticks to the diary. You have been
kceping the diary for months, yearsstill the same thing recurs day by day,
day by day. Why? There are only five
outgoing faculties-one is seeing, one is
hearing, one is smelling, one is taste, and
onc is touch. Takc them one by one and
weed out all faults. All sins come
through these five senses. All these dacoits attack you through deeds. And
why do they affect you? Because your
attention is there. If you rise abovc
them, you cannot bc affected. So spirituality is not difficult.
Keep your diaries complete and fifty
per cent of your burdens are over. If
cloth is vcry clean, a little color will
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beautify it. If it is already black with
filth, how to color it? Change it.-Yes?
Sir, in which column
we put attachments in thoughtdeeds,
thinking o f the past, thinking o f . .
QUESTION:

.

THE MASTER: Decide your aim irr life,
what is your aim, finish off. Then everything will be all right. If you are aimlessly adrift, you simply waste your
time, most of the time. If your mind is
all calm, no ripples, very steady, very
limpid, you can see your face. You can
see the future and the past. Spirituality
is a matter of self-analysis, rising above
body consciousness. That wil,l help you,
by rising above, because then you will
have no attachments, no bad thoughts,
you will have love for all.
QUESTION: Master, thoughts are potent; when we feel or think we feel them
coming from someone else whether positive or negative, how to differentiate
whether they're our own or whether
they're someone else's? Is there a difference, and what to do?
THE MASTER: HOW to Save yourself
from the effect of others' thoughts coming to you-this
is the problem you
mean? Very easy. There is water flowing, and a wave of that water strikes the
shore. Where there is on,ly mud or sand,
the water will thrust into it. If there is a
rock, that will strike it and go back with
double force. You follow? If you have
no ill will for anybody else, if any evil
thought comes from someone else, then
it will go back. That's the only way. You
remain in your closet, you see. Love is
first. You are spiritual, I'd say. You are
spiritual, are you not? Then why be
smeared with all this filth?
QUESTION : I've experienced that with
someone who is not initiated and is not
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on the spiritual path, that these bad
thoughts have gone back and that person has suflered for it. I see t h t more
and more things go wrong with her as
she does
IJve tried to send
Sometimes rmstrong enough to pray for
her and sometimes I'm not. What to do
when thoughts come?
THE

,, ,,,,:

Mind your own busi-

ness.
QUESTION:

I try to but she doesn't .

let me.
THE MASTER: Pray for her at the
most if you like, all right, but mind your
own business. Don't be the contractor
for all the wor,ld over, you see. You're
responsible for your own actions. Sometimes some people used to bring me their
diaries, all clean for two, three, or four
months. I told them, "My dear friend,
with this diary, you should have gone
to the third plane." This is the very mirror of your life. But it should be fllled
in truly. We spare ourselves always. We
are not true. Criticize yourself as you
criticize others, and weed out. Many
people are deceived, they say, "Sins are
harmless-why
must we write all these
things down?"
So do you now follow what the diary
is? Do you? All of you? Start from today, please. In this week how many columns will you clear?
Now how to save yourself from these
things, that's the main thing, if the diary
is not kept up? All these things strike
you when your attention is there. Reserve your whole attention for such a
goal. Your ears work when you hear,
your attention is there. Your eyes work
when you see, your attention is there.
If somebody comes and talks to you,
you hear only when your attention is
there. When you sit by your sister, there
is nothing wrong-no lusty thoughts de-
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velop. Why do you feel otherwise for
anybody else?
What is a sin? It requires secretiveness. "Deeds of darkness are committed
in the dark." When anybody wants you
to do anything, and somebody else asks
what is it, and you tell a lie, that's also
a sin. These are criteria. You must be
able to complete the diary. If you only
tackle one column a month! Even then,
it won't take more than a few months.
How many months will that take? One
month, one column, that's all.
There's too much of a load on your
attention; reduce it, then all your meditations will become easier. I think it's
the Master who makes you the master
of your house. You're not the owner of
your house now. He makes you the ,naster of your own house only when he tells
you how to stay in there continuously.
A1.l these outgoing faculties should serve
you; now you are led away by them. Try
to understand something and live up to
it.
These things are given in the books,
you see, right there, written very plainly.
But we only have a "bird's-eye view."
Stop! We can clear all this up.
I'm sorry, Master, I still
don't understand about over-indulgence
in eating.
QUESTION:

THE MASTER: That is not part of the
diary. A temperate life, a life of selfcontrol, is wanted. If you eat too much,
you'll feel drowsy, you will not be active, you will be slothful; naturally you
wi,ll affect everybody. Eat a little less
than you have eaten before. You'll still
feel hungry, leave the table a little hungry, that's all. Eat to live, not live to eat.
But we think otherwise-"Eat,
drink
and be merry!" I hope you will become
very wise from today. I've explained all

these things before but you have not
taken them to heart.
QUESTION: If one could cut o f f any
fantasies of thought by just quickly saying Sirnran until it's all gone, that would
be wonderful.
THE MASTER: For that, keep your attention occupied with something. No
foreign thoughts will invade you.
QUESTION: Love for the seU-selfishness--could we mark that as a failure
under love for all, because we're not
loving others, we are loving ourselves?
THE MASTEK: Love for all means hatred for none. Sometimes we hate others because we are rich, we belong to a
high family. Sometimes we think we are
very much learned. Some have achieved
a high position in life: this man is standing by the chair serving, the other is sitting in the chair being served. All have
got equal privileges from God. Why is
it? No hatred for anybody means love.

QUESTION: So, things like vanity
would be a failure? Vanity would be a
failure because we are thinking proudly
of ourselves and do not love all.
THE MASTER:
What does vanity
mean? You're thinking yourself superior. That comes up when you think you
are more learned, more wise, more
wealthy than others: vanity of arrogance, vanity of money, vanity of possessions, vanity of knowledge.

QUESTION :

I understand, thank you.

THE MASTER: I have submitted these
five columns in the diaries and you people do not realize the value of them.
Diaries mean, find out failures within
you. Like a hard taskmaster, don't spare
yourself-and
then weed out. What is
the difference between a Saint and an
SANT BANI

average man? The Saint never thinks ill
of others; he sees things in the right perspectivc. Even with all that-seeing the
true state of everyone-he has .love for
all. So keep your attention occupied,
herc or therc or anywhere-don't
be
given up to the senses of the body. Sweet
love of God should be permeating you,
all around you, above you, underneath
you. I don't think you really want to
weed out your faults. If you're really
strong and you want to do it, where
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there's a will there's a way. Tf you don't
want to d o it, that's another thing. That
is why I say you must decide your aimwhat you want. Don't forget what I told
you. From this moment on, keep your attention occupied. Not o n others. If you
are thinking about eating, then you'll
enjoy eating. If you talk to somebody,
then you'll enjoy his company. But if
the company is God, then you'll enjoy
Him.
All right. God bless you.
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Sant Ji walked around and inspected aN the preparations.
He said He could smell the Jragrance of love.

Ten Days When Satguru
Showered Blessings

Over Everyone
Sant Ajaib Singh's Visit to Sant Bani Ashram
July 1990

Sant Ji came t o bless the food every day.

Thanks to Him, the Tour Was Wonderful
RICHARD SHANNON

I

brothers and sisters came for a month
or more. Because of them, the phrase
"Sant Bani sevadars" now takes o n a
much wider meaning, and o u r "family"
has now grown to include s o many new
and old friends.
Looking over the photos for this issue,
I saw over and over the images of Sant Ji
giving His blessings: at morning meditation, walking by the long line of children
and parents, a t the langar, at children's
darshan and evening Satsang. In the
public sessions His blessings were like
the rain which showered over everyone;
in our private experiences: the interviews, the meditations, and having His
darshan, the blessing was like having our
well filled u p by the rain. Regardless of
the metaphor we use t o describe His
blessings, the important thing is t o use
them to improve our lives.
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and in person, many
brothers and sisters have expressed
their thanks t o the sevadars at Sant Bani
Ashram for working t o make the tour
possible. Speaking for everyone I can
say, "You're welcome, and thank's for
bringing Him here. But we all agree, the
Master made it happen!"
S o many times in the year leading u p
t o His arrival, it seemed we didn't have
enough of something: energy, people,
land, cash o r time! Yet o n each occasion,
by turning our attention t o Him, by asking ourselves, "What would the Master
want?" - we were able to be receptive t o
the grace and blessings which H e was
already sending.
With each passing month, a s the time
grew shorter, more and more people
came t o help. Some came for a weekend,
some for a week or two, and several
N LETTERS

"My Beautiful Satguru is Kirpal"
a personal recollection of the Tour
BY RUSSELL PERKINS
0 Giver, where have You gone?

0 Beloved, where have You gone?
Hearing the plea of Ajaib, come
and remove the pain of the suffering ones.
0 Owner of the Sangat, make us
have the beautiful darshan.
Sometimes the grace of God can really
be perceived by us in all its dazzling
glory, and our prayers are answered in
such a wonderful way that it seems to us
that no matter how much we may have
wished for, it could not have been better
than it was. Such was Master Kirpal's
first visit to Sant Bani Ashram in Octo22

ber 1963, and such was His last visit in
July 1990. Because no one should be under any illusion: Hearing the plea of
Ajaib, Kirpal Himself answered His
prayer and came and removed the pain
of the suffering ones; the Owner of
the Sangat Himself walked and dwelt
amongst us and made us have the beautiful darshan. And because the prayer was
answered, the answer to the question, "0
Giver, where have You gone?" is, "Nowhere." He is and always has been right
in the midst of us, in both senses: within
US,and among us.
What He gave to us on this last visit is
SO enormous that to try to write about it
SANT BANI

seems presumptuous and ungrateful:

When the pen set to picturing this
station
It broke in pieces and the page was
torn.
Just after the Master left, someone sent
us a copy of the children's book, When
the Sun Rose, by Barbara Berger, saying
that the book was a perfect description
of the Master's visit as she had experienced it. In the book, the sun comes t o
visit a little girl. The sun rides in a chariot made of a giant dazzling golden rose,
pulled by a magnificent golden lion; but
is herself a little girl, just like the one she
visits (only considerably brighter). She
goes into her house and has tea with her;
they play with each other's dolls and
make rainbows. At the end of the day
the visitor leaves in her chariot, promising to return; and her friend knows she
will keep her promise, for the rainbow
they made is still on the wall, and the
house is full of roses.
I feel too that this is a particularly apt
description of the Master's visit. When
He comes t o see us, He comes in all His
glory (the rose chariot and the golden
lion) because that is His Nature. But
still, in order to reach us, so that we may
love Him, He steps out of that Glory and
becomes as we are: sharing our joys and
sorrows, He shows us how to make
rainbows - and when His body leaves,
He remains, in the rainbow that we
made together and the Ashram full of
roses that He scattered among us. But
the truth is, while He hides Himself as
much as He can, for our sake, it is not
difficult to see into that hiding place and
catch a glimpse of the radiant glory that
is His - a glory that perhaps reveals itself
most in His gentle loving concern for us.
Judith and I have, over the past thirty
years or more, experienced a lot of the
Master's love - as well as, sometimes,

His displeasure and rebuke (which also is
His love, although not always recognizable until afterwards). We have also
been present on many occasions when
His love has been showered in great
abundance on everyone. But it seems to
both of us that we had never before experienced His Love in such totalityboth personally and collectively - as on
this visit.
Let us consider some particulars:
The darshan on the arrival night.
Since the Master came earlier than
planned (He eliminated a proposed reststop in Europe and rested at the Ashram
instead), not many people were here to
greet Him. But in truth it seemed that
the canopy-covered Satsang area we had
constructed was full. Sant Ji said nothing
that night, He didn't need to. This was
one of several occasions on this visit
where I observed, once again, how nonverbal the Masters really are, and to
what extent Their teachings are conveyed by other means than words. As
Master Kirpal used to say, "One-third is
given by word of mouth; two-thirds by
receptivity." That night was a foretaste
of many beautiful Satsangs t o come: He
looked heartbreakingly, achingly beautiful, sitting on the dias so lovingly constructed by the dear ones; and the sweet
sound of the bhajans sung with such devotion by the brothers and sisters was the
perfect accompaniment to His beauty.
His first seva walk. On the second full
day of the visit, He did see a few people,
privately and in groups, and that afternoon He walked around the ashram, inspecting all the principal points -the
Satsang Hall, the garden, the Information Booth and Security headquarters,
the bathing area, the Children's House,
the langar, and a long, long walk out to
the family camping area. It was very
heartening to see how pleased He
seemed with everything: the Sant Bani
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sevadars had been meeting for over a
year in an effort to do the best possible
job of caring for both Him and the dear
ones, and His pleasure with their efforts
was evident. I was surprised at the
amount of time He spent in the Hall,
since that had been built in 1984 and He
had held Satsang in it every day during
that visit; and further, He had told us in
South America two years ago that it
would not be big enough for this visit
and we would have to make other arrangements (which proved true). But He
said that He had never entered from the
front (the new vestibule on the front side
had just barely been completed), and remarked on how beautiful it looked from
that vantage-point. And He said again
how happy He was that it had been built.
(And it was used constantly throughout
this visit, for children's darshan, initiation, sevadars' darshan, school community darshan, etc.)
He also expressed great pleasure with
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the several gardens, telling Charlotte,
who had spearheaded the endeavor, that
it was better than His garden in
Rajasthan.
The tour of the new school building.
Since His last visit six years ago, a magnificant new high school building had
been built; and on the third full day He
inspected it, going into every classroom,
office, studio, laboratory, etc. Again,
His pleasure with the school and its success is very encouraging to those of us
involved in it on a day-to-day basis.
The visit to the State Prison. A dear
brother, who has visited the Master in
India and has done a great deal of seva,
is presently confined in the Secure Psychiatric unit of the N.H. State Prison. It
was a matter of great anguish to him that
he could not be at the ashram while the
Master was there. He humbly requested
the Master to visit him, and He immediately agreed. We drove down on Friday, the day before the official program
SANT BANI

began, and H e spent about a n hour with
this brother, bringing great happiness to
him as well as to his family (many of
whom are also initiated).
The school community darshan. This
was arranged by Kent Bicknell, who also
arranged for the non-initiated school
people (parents, students, teachers,
Board members) t o have brief interviews
with the Master at His house. These people are very dear t o those of us who work
at the school, and it was wonderful to see
their happiness at meeting the Master.
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About seventy-five persons took advantage of this opportunity, and three of
them took Initiation the following
Thursday.
Initiation. The numbers were enormous: 227 in all, 144 adults for full initiation, 83 children for partial. The
Power was very strong: of the 144 adults,
47 saw the Master within and all but
fifteen had some experience of Light.
The large numbers made for a certain
amount of chaos (especially after the 83
children joined), but it was a very powerSANT BANI

walking up from His house to the evening Satsang

ful, sweet and happy time. Those of us
who took part felt greatly honored.
The program in general. From my
point of view, the morning meditations
were the highlights. Sant Ji kept referring to them as taking place in "the hour
of elixir," or arnrit vela; technically, the
elixir hour is from 3 to 6 a m . , and we
were meeting together at 7 a.m. The reality of it was, with the grace of God,
that the elixir hour was extended for us;
because that is exactly what those
sessions were. The beauty of them was
ineffable.
Comparable to them was the "storm
Satsang"-a torrential rain hit the plastic roof of the Canopy with such force
that it drowned out both His voice and
Pappu's and made it impossible for them
to continue. Instead, we got Master's
darshan - and if ever the Owner of the
Sangat made us have the beautiful darshan, it was that night. It so happened
that, ostensibly waiting for the storm t o
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let up, He remained on the dais fifteen
minutes longer than any other night.
When He finally left, He insisted on visiting Dr. German Duque in his van (Dr.
Duque attended every Satsang, but was
too ill to get out of his van, and Sant Ji
made a point to see him every night after
the Satsang) just as He had every other
night, as though the driving rain didn't
exist. When we got down to His house,
He said, smiling and shrugging, "It happens. This is also His Will." But I later
learned that most people found that
night to be one of the highlights of the
stay. As Judith said, "It was like being
locked in Paradise with God."
I talked with many dear ones during
the program, and I am very grateful for
the impact the Master had on their lives.
Holding the arm of the disciple who was
being pulled away, the True Satguru,
Kirpal the Giver, liberated him. That is
indeed what happened in many cases.
On the final day of the program, a
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dear elderly sister was found to have
passed out in the Satsang area. She had
apparently been there for some time.
The medical people had checked her vital signs and they were all fine; but she
was totally unresponsive, and it was
frightening. The question was, had she
withdrawn during meditation, or was
this something medical? I felt very
strongly that the Master should examine
her personally, and with His grace, I
didn't even have to request Him: He
asked me about her and decided on His
own to see her, leaving the interview
shed full of people. She had been moved
to the Big House, and He went to see her
there. Once in her presence, it took Him
a matter of seconds t o determine that she
had not withdrawn from the body during meditation. He said, "It is medical,
and she should be taken to the hospital."
He also explained how it had come
about, and asked some of us to accompany her to the hospital. We called an
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ambulance and remained at the hospital
with her until things seemed stable. (She
regained consciousness later that night,
and was released in a couple of days.)
In this incident, as in so many others,
His power and competence joined with
His infinite care and love in an amazingly all-encompassing way: the working
of Grace in its effulgence.
The Acton program. At the end of the
stay, the Master went to Acton, Massachusetts, at the invitation of the Boston
Satsangis, for two days. This was partly
to rest before the flight home, and partly
to inaugurate the Satsang Hall and property that is being established there by
Gene and Janet Dittmer. This program
was very sweet, and again was very
pleasing to Him. Both purposes were
beautifully accomplished. Shortly after
our arrival, Sant Ji went to give the children darshan before holding Satsang. As
He said Himself later, He got intoxicated by the love of the children and
SANT BANI

Sant Ji inspecting the children's area
gave them a whole discourse of their
own. H e spent about half a n hour with
them, a s contrasted t o the usual ten minUtes or so.
The Satsang in Acton, at the newlybuild Hall, was well-attended. T h e sangat had been asked not to follow Him t o
Acton (the 2,000 o r s o people who had
been at Sant Bani would have swamped
the facilities), but many people from the
area, very curious as to what was going
on, joined the Boston-area Satsangis and
filled the Hall.
At the final meditation at Acton,
Pappu and Gurmel sang a bhajan which
summed u p the whole visit for me:

0 friend, my beautiSu1 Satgrrru is
Kirpal.
He is merciful on the poor.
As we sang, countless images flashed
through my mind:
children's Satsang at Sant Bani-

three to four hundred children every
night
the daily noon visits to the langar,
where the huge tent was filled day
after day, and the line of servers
numbered in the hundreds
the line of parents and children (and
non-initiates) waiting down by His
house to see Him every morning after meditation (they were the ones
who could not attend the group
meditation)
the happiness with which H e played
with the Bagga children, in the evening after the days were done
(which I was aware of from a
distance)
In all of these-as in every personal
contact I had with Him-the complete
and total focus of His Being was in
loving whoever it was that was there. In
this more than in anything else-His
ability t o wholly and completely love
each person in His presence, whether
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leaving the langar tent after giving darshan to the dear ones
thousands or one- I saw over and over
both Sawan and Kirpal. Yes, friends: My
beautiful Satguru is indeed Kirpal; and,
to our great and everlasting joy, He is
indeed merciful on us poor ones. Thank
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God for Him. May we make the best use
of and be, each one of us, His true
sevadars: may we make His work easier,
by taking from Him the fullness of what
He has to give.
SANT BANI

Children are the Wealth
of the Nation
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

I

to be able to come
here and to be among all of you. In
my past tours, I have seen many of the
families who are here; and now I am
happy to see the new families joining the
group.
As all of you know, this school started
as a very small thing and it was founded
by my great Satguru, my great Master
Kirpal Singh Ji. He founded this school
for the benefit of the children and for the
benefit of the community over here. He
had this wish that all the children who
would come t o this school, would get the
correct and right education and that they
would grow up as good citizens and help
the community and the nation.
You know that if any work has been
started by a father-after he leaves, the
wise children carry on the work of their
father because it becomes their responsibility. Only they can be called as the
wise children who continue working according to what their father taught
them.
Satguru Master Kirpal Singh Ji used
to say that it is not the Masters Themselves Who make Themselves famous, it
is Their disciples Who make Them famous. Because if the disciples will live
and follow the teachings of the Masters,
if they will make their own character
good and if they will present a good
AM VERY PLEASED

This talk was given to students, teachers,
parents and alumni of the Sant Bani
School, on Sunday, July 22, 1990.

example to other people in the world,
then they will be glorifying the name of
their Master.
Even on a worldly level the same thing
applies. If your children are good and
they have done good things in the world,
they will be glorifying the name of their
parents.
Now the school here has progressed
very much and I am very grateful to all
the dear ones who have donated and
those who have worked very hard in
making the school a success. Kent Bicknell has always been talking to me about
the progress of the school whenever he
comes to Rajasthan, where I live; he always talked about things at the school
and I am very grateful to all the dear
ones who have helped him t o make the
school a success.
No wealth of this world-nothing of
this world goes with us. When we leave
this body, when we leave this world, not
even the body in which we are sitting
now and we claim to be our very own,
goes with us. We have to leave everything here. But all the good deeds we
have done - and if we have helped other
people to achieve something good - only
those things remain in this world and
those things always shine and our name
is also shining and we are always glorified in this world if we have done good
things like that. Master Sawan Singh Ji
used to say, "When people leave this
world, they leave behind their name. If
they have done good things -whatever

they have done for the other people,
since many people get benefit from the
deeds of those people-they are always
remembered. And those people who
have donated for the good cause, or
those who have worked for the good
cause, they always continue getting the
spiritual benefit."
Children are the wealth of the families. They are the wealth of the society
and their local community and they are
the wealth of the nation. When they
grow up, from among them may come
the ones who will be the best citizens of
the country. And it is possible that some
of them may rule over the country or
take care of the affairs of the country. So
if they have been brought up with the
right education, if right from the beginning they have been given the right kind
of education and if they grow up as very
good citizens, then it will not only glorify the name of their families or community or society in which they have
grown up, but it will also glorify the
name of their country.
Saints always encourage us to glorify
the name of our parents, to glorify the
name of our families. They also inspire
us to glorify the name of the society in
which we are living and They always tell
us to do things which will bring glory t o
the name of our country so that the people all over the world may know that
such-and-such person is a citizen of that
country.
We can do all these things only if our
children will be given good education only if they will be brought up in a good
environment, only if they are taught the
right discipline.
So once again I would like to extend
my thanks and gratitude to all the dear
ones, those who have contributed t o
making the school a success. In the future also it becomes the responsibility,
especially of those dear ones whose chil32

dren study in this school, to help the
organizers, to help the people here and
to contribute and work together with the
dear ones here. Because you know that
so far the school has grown so much - it
has been very successful -and in the future also it is going to be more successful
and many more children will come here
and they will benefit from it. So it is the
responsibility, especially of those parents
whose kids come to this school, to help
the people running the school by any
way they can.
Kabir Sahib, a Saint, says, "If you get
a lot of water in your boat, and in the
same way, if you get a lot of money in
your home, what is the wise thing to do?
You should try to throw out that water
with both hands. Otherwise you will get
drowned." In the same way, if you have a
lot of wealth, you should try to give it for
the good cause.
Further He says, "You do not lose anything when you give for the good cause,
just as the river does not go dry no matter how much water people take from it.
If you don't believe me," He says, "You
can try this for yourself."
Rajasthan, the place where I live, is
much different now than what it used t o
be thirty-five years ago. The dear ones
who have been to Rajasthan recently
have seen how there are now good roads
over there, there are trees everywhere
and there is a lot of water there. But
about thirty-five years ago, in Rajasthan
there was not so much water, we did not
have any good roads and there was no
greenery at alI.
There was a great Saint, a holy man in
Rajasthan, who was elected as a member
of the Parliament from Rajasthan.
When he went around, touring the state
of Rajasthan, he was surprised to see
how many people in the state of Rajasthan were illiterate. He resigned from
being a member of Parliament. He came
SANT BANI
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May the love and blessings of Almighty
Lord be with you always. On this occasion of your
graduation from Sant Bani School, first of all I would like
to congratulate you on your success. I would like to give
you a little piece of advice. I hope that you will understand it.
You know that in this world there are so many different
attractions and things which steal your attention. Not all
the things which are available in this world are good. I
hope that you will be able to choose the right direction of
your life, and that you will become successful.
I also hope that you will keep yourself in the company
of good people, and always protect yourself from the evils
of this world. Always try to remember that the Power of
God Almighty is the only power which can protect you.
I wish you all success in your life. I send my love and
best wishes to you.
EAR ONES:

With all His love,
Yours affectionately,

A
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AJAIB SINGH

Master Talks About Seva
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
I am very thankful to
my Guru Dev Hazur Maharaj Kirpal
who placed His holy feet on this land
and He blessed this place. In His bani
Guru Ram Das Ji Maharaj has said a lot
about the place where the Master goes
and resides. He has called that as the
most holy place. He says, "The place
where my beloved goes and sits is the
most blessed place. Those disciples of
the Master who are loved by the Master
maintain the place where the Master has
been." Who are the disciples who maintain and take care of the place where the
Master has been? Only those disciples
who are chosen by and who are liked by
the Master.
Further He says that the Master accepts and appreciates all the efforts
made by the disciples: those who make
the efforts, those who meditate, those
who do the seva, and those who spend
time at such a place where the Master
has been. He says, "My Master has accepted and He has appreciated all the
efforts of those people who do the seva
and those who have done the meditation
at the place where the Master has been."
Nanak says that those who worship the
Master, they themselves are made to
worship. He says that those who sacrifice the mind and body for the Master's
cause, who do things according to the
teachings of the Master, and those who
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This talk was given on Thursday evening, July 19, 1990, at Sant Bani Ashram, to about 200people who were helping to prepare for all the other dear ones
who would come later.
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have given up everything for the cause of
the Master, for the work of the Master,
Master accepts them. Those who worship the Master, Master makes other
people worship them.
It is all due to His grace that we have
come here together. This is also one way
which He has made for His remembrance. He has designed this and He has
made all of us come together so that we
can sit in His remembrance, and do His
devotion.
Regarding the seva of the Master, we
can learn a lot from the writings of Guru
Ramdas. In His writings He has written
how the seva which we do for the Master
works wonders for us, how amazing it is,
and how the seva of the Master makes
the poor one a rich one, and how it lifts a
downtrodden one and makes that one
the highest.
Guru Ramdas was born in a very poor
family and soon after His birth His parents died, and He did not have any other
support. He sought the support of His
mother's parents, but they also could not
give Him any support, so He was without any place. So He lived His childhood
in very poor conditions, and right from
the beginning, right from His childhood
He started doing some kind of work to
maintain Himself. He used to get some
things and put them in a basket and go
around the streets and sell them. So once
He was selling in one of the streets where
Guru Amardev and His wife saw Him.
Guru Amardev's wife thought of making
somebody like Guru Rarndas as her sonin-law. Because in India it is a tradition
that always the parents arrange the mar-
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riages of their daughters. So when she
looked at Guru Ramdas she was very
impressed and said, "If we get someone
like Him, we should get our daughter
married to him." Guru Amardev was
also very much impressed and He said,
"If you want someone like Him, He is
the only one like Him." So without asking Him anything, without asking about
His background and all that, He at once
married His daughter to Guru Ramdas.
When He was marrying His daughter
off to Guru Ramdas He said, "By caste
we are birlas and it is a tradition in
our family that when we marry off our
daughter to someone we also give some
presents and things, so you can ask for
whatever you want." Guru Ramdas was
very wise and said, "I don't want anything of this world, if you want to give
me anything, give me the donation of
Naam, give me the Naam Dan." So Guru
Amardev was very much impressed and
He gave him the Initiation. Guru
Ramdas did not ever understand Guru
Amardev as His father-in-law even
though he had that relation, but still he
never understood Him as just a worldly
father-in-law. He always understood
Him as the Almighty Lord, and after
getting the Initiation he put all his efforts into doing the seva of Guru Amardev, and only because of the seva
which he did for his Master was he accepted in the court of Lord. He was the
one who did not have any support but he
became the support of everyone. He was
the one whom nobody knew, but because
of the seva which he did for his Master
he became known in the whole world.
You know how lovingly we remember
Guru Ramdas: we get so much inspiration and encouragement from singing
and reading His hymns and it is helping
us to do the seva of the Master.
Kabir Sahib was also born in a very
poor family. He was born in a low-caste

family but He did His devotion to the
Lord, He did seva for the Master. You
know how even after such a long time we
remember Him with so much love and
devotion. In the times of Kabir Sahib
there was a very mighty emperor Sikandar Lodi and also in the time of Guru
Ramdas there were many Mogul emperors who were very powerful. At present now we can still see the signs, we
can still the things which show how powerful those kings and emperors were because we can see the forts and things
which they made. But we do not find
anyone who had any kind of devotion
for those kings and emperors, nobody
ever celebrates their birthday. But we
find millions of people in India and
other countries who lovingly celebrate
the birthdays of the great Masters. Why
do we do that? Only because those great
Masters loved their Masters and they did
the seva for their Masters.
Great Masters in whose remembrance
we are sitting here, we already know
about Them because we have read Their
history. We know about how They sacrificed, especially how Master Sawan
Singh sacrificed so many things. He
served His Master, sacrificing His mind
and body, His wealth and everything,
and did the seva to His Master. He did
everything that His Master told Him to
do. In the same way, great was our beloved Lord Kirpal who sacrificed everything, who served His Master very
much. Only because of Their sacrifices
and only because of the sevas which
They did for Their Masters do we remember Them even today with so much
love and affection.
Bhai Gurdas has said, "Curse on the
hands and feet which do not do the seva
of the Master." I am very pleased with all
the dear ones who have been working
very hard in doing the seva, many of
them have been working here for several
SANT BANI

months. You people have
left so much responsibility of your worldly
lives and you have come
here to do the seva and I
appreciate all that very
much. The Master appreciates your seva and devotion very much. It is all
counted and He has been
taking good care of it.
He has put all the time
which you have spent in
His seva, He has put all
that in His treasure and
He has written it down
on His register. Master
Kirpal always used to say
that those who do the
returning to His house after meditation
seva, the names of those
for you. He has made you do that and
dear ones are written on my heart.
I would like to tell you one thing you have not done anything. So you
lovingly: as you know, it is very easy to should always remain humble after dodo the seva. When we look at other peo- ing any kind of seva.
Guru Nanak Sahib has said, "We have
ple doing the seva, we get the encouragement and then we feel like doing the very little intellect and that is why we
seva. So in a way it is very easy to do the lose the seva which we have done." Beseva. But it is very difficult to maintain cause our mind is also within us and as
the seva. After doing the seva we should we are doing the seva, at the same time
never become proud of what we have the mind is also building up the wall of
done and we should never let the ego the egoism within us and He does not
come within us. We should never think, allow us to take advantage of the seva we
"We have done this." Whatever time we have done. That is why he makes us
have spent in doing the seva, whatever think that we have done the seva.
I have heard this myself from Master
money we have spent in the seva, or
whatever physical work we have done- I Kirpal. Once a dear one had come to
would even say that if you have spent visit Master Kirpal in His ashram. In the
any time doing the simran-if you have time of Master Sawan Singh, when Masdone the mental seva to the Master, still ter Kirpal was still a disciple, Master Kiryou should never be proud of that, you pal had done some kind of favor or given
should never think in your mind that you help to that person, and now that man
have done it. You should always be was appreciating that and expressing his
grateful to the Master. You should al- gratitude to Master Kirpal for that. So
ways have this feeling, and you should Master Kirpal did not like that and said,
know for sure that it is true, that what- "Well, dear one, today you have brought
ever has been done through you, in fact up the subject and it is fine. But don't
it is the Master Himself who has done it ever say things like this because I did not

do anything. Whatever help was given t o
you, whatever was done for you, that
was all done by the Master, of course
done through me, but I did not have
anything to do in that. So if you want t o
be grateful, be grateful to the Master, I
did not d o that."
Yesterday when I went around I saw
all the things very carefully and I was
very impressed, I am very grateful to all
of you for doing all the seva which you
have done here. And I was very happy t o
see my beloved Lord working within everyone. I have seen all the arrangements
done outwardly and inwardly also. The
Master knows everything that you have
done. So I was very happy to see all that
has been done here and I was very glad
to see the dear ones also working very
hard over here. Just imagine how many
people are going to benefit from all the
sevas which have been done here. The
people who are working in the langar,
they were working very hard -just imagine how the people who will come here
will feel when they get fed with all the
food which the dear ones are making in
the langar. Afterwards when they will
come here t o sit in meditation-when
they use all those things which have been
provided for them here, how comfortable they will be, how convenient things
will be for them. And that will encourage them to sit more in the meditation
and you will also get the benefit from it.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say, in
this kind of congregation, "When we do
the seva we should not think that we are
not going to get paid for all the seva we
have done." He used to say, "When a
worldly employer does not keep you unpaid, d o you think that Almighty Lord,
your Master, will keep you unpaid?
Whatever you have done for the Master,
for the dear ones, you will definitely get
paid for that and H e appreciates all what
you have done for the Master and for the
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dear ones and you will be rewarded
suitably."
Once a wealthy person came to Guru
Teg Bahadur; at that time He was holding a Satsang like this. When that person
saw all the arrangements which had been
made for the dear ones to stay He was
surprised and said, "What is the use of
making such comfortable places for the
people who are going to come here to see
You and do the devotion of Lord? Because when you have become a sadhu
and when you are going to see a sadhu
why do you need all the worldly comforts and worldly things?" Guru Teg
Bahadur did not reply to his question.
H e just kept quiet. That night, in the
Form of the Shabd He gave that dear one
a very wonderful experience which answered his question. It explained to him
why the Masters have to arrange for all
these kinds of things, why They have t o
make places for the dear ones. What
happened was that he saw himself in the
form of a king who had lost his way in
the forest and suddenly there was a very
bad storm and he did not have any place
t o go. So finally he came across a cave
and he knew in his heart that a tiger lived
there but still he did not want t o die out
in the storm. So he went in away from
the storm and saw the tiger and was so
terrified that he woke up. Then he realized why the Masters make these arrangements, and what the people get,
those who contribute in making the
places for the comfort of the dear ones,
and how that seva protects them from
the vices and other dangers of the world.
So then he came to Guru Teg Bahadur
and fell at His feet and said, "Master,
now I understand why the Saints make
things like this and why They encourage
the dear ones t o do the seva and make
such things, and what kind of protection
we get from such places."
SANT BANI
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OW YOU CAN ASK YOUR QUESTIONS.

Master Kirpal has spoken briefly about
the love of the non-satsangi, whether
child or adult, for a satsangi. Is the love
of that person going beyond that satsangi and making a connection and establishing a relationship with the Master? A particular example is: A satsangi
nurse cared for a seven year old boy who
was a non-satsangi; he then died. The
mother, also a non-satsangi, wrote to
Sant Ji and He wrote back beautifully,
saying that "Master Kirpal Himself is
watching over His child." My question in
general is: what is the connection that is
established between non-satsangis who
love us, the satsangis, with the Master?
Well, I have said a lot about this subject
in various Satsangs but once again I will
try to explain this to you in detail; you
should listen t o this with your full
attention.
First of all, this world is full of sufferings, it is full of pains and difficulties. A
jiva comes into this world of sufferings
after wandering into many different species and after getting kicked and
knocked in all those species and different bodies. Finally he comes into a
human body in this world of sufferings.
First of all we need the blessings of

This question & answer session was given
February 28, 1990, at Sant Bani Ashram, Village 16 PS, Rajasthan.
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God Almighty. If we have the blessing of
God Almighty then anything can happen. Many times it is seen that even
those non-initiated members of the initiated family, even though they have not
received the Initiation but still they tell
us amazing things, amazing experiences,
which they have had with the Masters.
Often I have related to you the incident
which I saw in the town called Muksaur.
A girl of say eight years old lived there,
and when she was about to leave the
body-she had not been initiated, she
had only had the darshan of Baba Sawan
Singh - but before she left the body she
said, "Master Sawan Singh has come,
sprinkle the water on the ground, His car
is coming. Can't you see Him? I can see
Him very clearly; He has come here." So
many times it happens that if we have
the blessings of God we can be taken
care of, and Masters come to take care of
the souls.
But there is a difference in this. When
the Almighty, Omnipotent Lord who is
All-Pervading wants to shower His grace
upon us, until He showers His grace
upon us, we cannot meet the satsangis.
Satsangis do the Simran and moreover
satsangis have the very strong feelings
toward the Master and that is why when
they deal with the non-satsangis that effect of the grace of the Master is always
present there. If a satsangi is playing
with or is taking care of a child, or if he
is taking care of a n elderly person, or if
he is doing anything with non-satsangis,
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back into a dead person. Guru Har Gobind was very much upset with him and
He said, "This is not a good thing which
you have done, because we are not
equals of God, we are His servants and
we should not do things like this. Either
you should leave the body or I will leave
the body." Baba Atal at once lay down
and died, and in his memory they built a
very big palace. Similarly, Guru Har Gobind's other son whose name was Gurdita had brought the life back into a
dead cow and he also had to leave the
body.
All those claimants of the Guru gaddi
[i.e., the throne- the place of authority],
who did not become successful in obtaining the successorship after the Sikh
Master left the body, they always used t o
go to the Moghul rulers to seek their
support and to seek their help. In that
way the Moghul rulers would get the
complaints from those people and then
those rulers would torture the Masters of
their time. So in that way when Emperor
Arangzeb got complaints from the other
claimant of the successorship of the
Masters he asked Guru Hari Rai to come
to Delhi to answer some questions but
since Guru Hari Rai could not go Himself He sent His son Ram Rai to Delhi.
But before he left for Delhi Ram Rai
asked Guru Hari Rai, "You are sending
me there and they will ask me many
questions, but if they insist on me performing the miracles, what should I do?"
So Guru Hari Rai said, "No you should
never do that because it will be like going
against the law of nature. Whatever
question they ask you, you should answer that because in fact the Master
Himself will be answering those questions through you. But you should not
perform any miracles, you should not do
anything which would be against the
Will of God, which would be against the
Iaw of Nature."
July /August 1990

So when Ram Rai came to Delhi he
was asked many questions and once they
said, "We have heard that you people say
that you love people from all different
religions, you love Hindus, Muslims, you
love Christians and everybody, and if
that is true we are going t o invite you to
a feast." So Ram Rai said, "I will be
most happy t o come there." So that
night they sent one he-goat that only had
three legs; they had killed one he-goat
and they sent to it to Ram Rai. When
Ram Rai got that goat, at once - because
he also had the higher consciousness he understood that this is some trick,
some play, and maybe tomorrow they
will ask me some question.
And the next day they said, "We had
sent one he-goat t o your home with three
legs, a dead he-goat, can you make him
alive again?" Ram Rai did not want to
do that but because the mulanas and
religious people who were there praised
him very much and they had pampered
him, he got taken in by that trick and
then he decided to perform the miracle.
So he at once made that he-goat alive,
with the three legs. When they asked
him, "What about the fourth leg?" He
replied, "It is with the Kazis." At that
time the kazis, or Muslim priests, were
the judges and the magistrates. He said,
"I have brought this goat back t o life as
he was sent to me; if these kazis have any
supernatural powers, they can fix the
fourth leg t o this he-goat."
So when Guru Hari Rai came t o know
about this miracle which Ram Rai had
performed He became very upset and He
said, "I don't even want t o look at you; I
don't even want to see your face." And
after that Ram Rai was not allowed to go
to see Guru Hari Rai and he spent the
rest of his life in Dera Dhun.
You have read many Satsangs which I
have given on Asa Ji Di Var. Asa Ji Di
Var is a section from Guru Granth
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Sahib. In that writing there is a couplet
which means that the clay of the Muslim
is included in the clay used by the potter
and when the potter makes the pots with
that clay and puts them in his kiln that
burns very easily. So when Aranzeb
asked Ram Rai, "In your sacred writing
how come our Muslims are criticized like
this? Why is it said that the clay of the
Muslim burns in the fireplace of the potter?" Because Ram Rai wanted to please
Arangzeb, the Moghul ruler, that is why
he said, "No it is not written the clay of
the Muslim, it is written the clay of
daman" - which means the clay of the
liar. Because he had changed the sacred
writings of the Masters that also is one
of the reasons Hari Rai did not want to
see him. And so Ram Rai went t o Dera
Dhun, he established his own gaddi, his
own mission, or his own path, there and
he lived there all his life long. Guru Gobind Singh, Who was both a very lionhearted and a very kind-hearted Master,
tried t o establish the connection with
Ram Rai. He said, "Since we have t o do
the devotion of Lord, why don't we do it
together?" He tried His best to get along
with Ram Rai, but Ram Rai did not
want to do that.
It was like our Master Kirpal Singh,
Who was the ocean of love, He always
urged His opponents to come together.
He used to say, "Since we have to do the
devotion of Lord, why don't we do it
together?" So in that way, Guru Gobind
Singh approached Ram Rai. When he
did not come t o Guru Gobind Singh for
doing the devotion of Lord, the same
thing happened in the end. Ram Rai was
burned alive by his own disciples.
The Satsangs on the Vars of Bhai
Gurdas have been completed and Russell
Perkins will be working on those Satsangs and he will be trying t o make them
into a book and in the introduction t o
that book you will get to read how the
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claimants of the throne of Guru Nanak
and the other Masters who followed
Him, how they tried many different,
many heinous, and many low degree
tricks to get the successorship, to get
the gaddis and how they remained
unsuccessful.
Now I will answer the question of how
even the non-Initiates are protected and
are taken care of by the Masters. Master
Sawan Singh Ji used t o say, "Even the
pets of the satsangis are protected by the
Master." This is a concession given by
Nature to those who have had any kind
of connection with the Master, or even
with the disciples of the Perfect Master,
that they get the human body." If the
Masters have eaten the fruit of any tree
or if they have ridden on any animal or if
They have had any kind of connection
with anybody, that person is protected,
their soul is taken care of by the Master
and they are given at least one more
human birth. Further it depends upon
their karmas, their fate. If it is written in
their fate to get the Naam Initiation,
they take advantage of that golden opportunity of the human birth and they
get the liberation. Because even though
the Master protects and takes care of the
soul of such beings but since liberation is
in the Naam that is why those souls have
to take the Naam t o achieve the
liberation.
Most of the dear ones who have met
me in the interviews have told me about
their improved meditations and the experiences they have had, and many dear
ones have even talked about seeing the
inner Form of the Master, of talking t o
Him. But still because they are not competent, they are not sure whether the
experience of seeing the Master is real or
if it is their imagination or whether they
are having dreams of the Master.
Dear ones, often I have said that the
thing which we call a dream of the MasSANT BANI

ter in fact is not a dream. Because when
do we have the dreams? We have dreams
only of things of a worldly nature. All
the worldly things, the thoughts and fantasies, are going on in our mind during
the day, and when we go to sleep those
thoughts and fantasies change their
forms and they come back to us in the
form of the dreams. Many times it happens that when we have the dreams of
that kind then for many days we remain
disappointed, or we remain sad because
we don't know where the mind has taken
us. Many times the mind takes us to a
very deep ditch, he takes us to many
different things, but we do not get any
happiness from seeing the things of the
world in the state of dreams.
But whenever our mind is quiet, whenever our thoughts are concentrated, then
the Master showers His grace upon us.
He withdraws our soul from our body
like a hair is taken out from the butter,
He does it very smoothly and when He
does that He gives us His darshan. After
we have had such a vision of the Master,
for many days a disciple remains overwhelmed happiness. He always remains
fresh, because the Form of the Master,
which is very attractive and very loving,
remains in front of the disciple for many
days.
So that is why, dear ones, I always say
that the Shabd Form of the Master never
goes into the lower organs of the body.
When we have dreams of a worldly nature our attention, our soul, goes to the
lower parts of the body. But when we
have the vision of the Master, it is the
Shabd Form of the Master who withdraws our soul; and with the hook of His
love, He takes us into the higher planes.
I become very happy when I hear
about the meditation of the dear ones,
that their efforts are bringing fruit, are
yielding fruits for them. But when I see
that they are still involved in mind and
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the organs of senses and that they have
not risen above the mind and organs of
senses then I become sad.
Those jivas are very fortunate ones
who have met or who have had any connection with the satsangis. Whether they
are child or adult, it makes no difference, they are the most fortunate ones. I
have met many people who have now
received the Naam Initiation, who when
they were kids, when they were in their
childhood, had met many initiates of
Master Sawan Singh. So when they meet
me now, when they have received Initiation, they tell me, "In our childhood we
used to hear all these things from our
elders but we did not know how great the
Power of the Naam is."
There is a merchant in the town of
Gitarabad - now he has become an initiate. But in the past he knew about some
initiates of Kirpal Singh and he only
knew this much about them: that they
have a Master somewhere in Delhi.
There were a couple of traders over there
and they all used to go and see Master
Kirpal Singh in Delhi, sometimes once a
month, sometimes after two, three, or
four months and he knew that they had
some Master who might be living somewhere near Delhi and that their whole
family had gone to see Him once in
awhile. He knew only that much, he had
never talked to them, he had not gotten
any other information from them, but he
only knew that they had a Master and
that He might be someone very good,
etc. So just because of that information,
that they were going to see their Master,
he got so much good fruit of the company of the truth that he was blessed
with the rare gift of the Naam Initiation
in his lifetime.
I will tell you a story, I hope you will
understand this. Once there was a king
who did not have many children, he had
only one daughter. In India, the parents
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arrange the marriages of their children.
So he was also worried about arranging
the marriage for his daughter, so he announced in his kingdom, "Anyone who
will recognize me-I will marry my
daughter to him and I will also make
him my heir; I will give all that I have to
him."
So when such an announcement was
made, everybody who thought that he
was eligible for that marriage wanted to
go and get married to the princess and
become the successor of the king. But on
the main street of his capitol city the
king had put many distractions. At some
places he put very good food, and at
other places he had put very good musical instruments, and shows and plays
and things like that. At many places he
had beautiful women there, and it was
announced that people could enjoy with
those women without paying anything.
It means that he had so many distractions and so many things to distract people's attention on that main street. So
when people started coming on that
main street to search for that king they
were all distracted by those things which
were set up on the way. Some people got
involved in the good food, some people
got involved in hearing the pleasures of
the music, some people got involved in
seeing the dances, others got involved in
enjoying with the women and things like
that.
But out of all those people there was
one person who was very pure-hearted
with a lot of willpower and great determination, and he thought, "I can enjoy
all these things once I have found the
king." So he did not let his mind wander
here and there, he did not get distracted
by any of those distractions and he went
looking for the king. Finally he came to
the garden where the king had hidden
himself. The king had disguised himself
as a gardener and was cutting the grass
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over there. When that boy came there,
when he saw the king, he saw that the
face, the eyes, the forehead of that king
were very radiant. At once he recognized
that the gardener was the king. He said,
"Your majesty, what is the use of hiding
now; now I have recognized you, so you
please manifest your real form." After
that he got married to the princess, and
he himself became the king.
This is just a story. The reality is that
God Almighty is that king and he is present within all of us and he has told us, "I
am within you and whosoever will recognize me, whosoever will reach me, I will
give him my daughter, the daughter of
the devotion. I will marry him with the
daughter which is the devotion and I will
put the crown of spirituality on the head
of those who will recognize me." Now
some of us are involved in the good
foods, others are involved in hearing the
music, some are involved in indulging in
the worldly pleasures with women, and
all those kinds of things, and that is why
we do not recognize God Almighty who
is within us. But there is somebody
among us who is very strong-willed, who
does not get distracted by any music, by
any distraction of this world, he always
goes looking ahead and he always goes
looking for his goal. Finally after giving
up all the pleasures and things of this
world he manages to get to the place
where God Almighty is hidden and he
recognizes Him and he also becomes like
God. He wears the crown of spirituality
on his head.
Those jivas are very fortunate ones
who have the connection with the satsangis because the satsangis always have
the fragrance of the love of the Master
and the remembrance of the Master to
give to them. It becomes like a good
virtue, a good karma which helps us to
get the holy Initiation later on.
SANT BANI

Something Worth Experiencing
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
T IS A VERY precious time, Supreme
Father Kirpal has showered so much
grace upon us. He has given us the secret
of His Real Home, He has made us hear
the Shabd, the Sound Current. In the
beginning anything which you try to do
is difficult. The mind becomes dry. It
becomes difficult to sit in the meditation. But if we go on doing it every day,
if we go on listening to the Sound Current every day, if we go on doing the
Simran everyday, then we become competent in that because whatever work
you do on a regular basis you become
perfect in that. So when we collect our
attention at the Eye Center, when we
start remaining there, then we start enjoying the nectar which is dripping down
from the Naam. We can taste that nectar
of Naam only when we come to the Eye
Center. That nectar which our soul experiences or tastes, only the soul can describe its quality. It is something worth
experiencing.
Bhagat Nam Dev says, "We cannot
become the exalted one, the highest one,
by any worldly name and fame. We cannot be the highest one by any rule or any
power. We cannot get any high position
by doing anything of this world. If there
is any way to become the highest of all
that is by the meditation of Naam.
Lovingly He says, "By repeating the
name Gobind, Gobind, by repeating the
name of the Lord, my mind was embued
in the love of God. I was worth nothing
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This meditation talk was given on July
29, 1990, at Sant Bani Ashram, in Sanbornton, NH.
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but because I was doing the meditation
of the Lord I became precious."
Kabir Sahib was born in a poor family, a low caste family, and He was working as a weaver. Because of His devotion
to God, He gave up His job as a weaver
and He became a very serious devotee of
the Lord.
Sein the Barber was the one who was
rejected and looked upon as a bad person by everyone in every home. They
used to talk against him, but because of
his devotion to the Lord he became
worth worshiping and became the Beloved of God.
History tells us that when Bhagat
Nam Dev was doing his devotion he was
bothered a lot by the Mogul Emperor of
that time. The rulers of that time often
forced other people to join their religion,
and as a result the Mogul Emperor
Sikander Lodi had bothered Bhagat
Nam Dev. You know that the place
where Sikander Lodi used to live, the
forts and the palaces where he used to
live, no one takes care of those palaces
and there is no one there to remember
his name. But because Bhagat Nam Dev
did the devotion of the Lord that is why
He has so many disciples. Millions of
people get up in the morning and they
lovingly remember the name of Bhagat
Nam Dev and they do the devotion of the
Lord. They feel honored doing that because He was the Beloved of God who
made contact with God Almighty and
did the devotion of the Lord. That is why
lovingly people remember Him, whereas
nobody remembers and no one takes
care of the places where Sikander Lodi
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used to live. Those places have become
ruins. Guru Nanak Sahib says, "The low
one who is not known by anyone, if he
does the meditation of Naam, he becomes known in all the four directions."
The Naam has so many good qualities
in it, and by meditating on such a Naam
we gain so much-so why not do the
meditation of such a Naam which gives
us eternal peace and happiness? Catching hold of that Naam we can go back to
our Real Home. Why not do the meditation of that Naam? We should especially
take advantage of this precious Am46

brosial Hour and we should devote ourselves to the meditation of Naam.
It is a very pleasing thing that anyone
can do the devotion of Naam. It doesn't
matter whether one is old or young or
whether one is man or woman. It doesn't
matter to which country or to which
state we belong, people belonging to all
different countries and states, and ail
different religions can do the devotion of
the Lord and they can meet Him within.
So taking advantage of this precious
time we should all sit in meditation, closing our eyes.
SANT BANI

A Symphony of Work, Worship, and Learning
a personal recollection of the Tour
BY MARY FEWEL

T

1990 visit to Sant Bani
Ashram may well stand as an epic in
the annals of His Mission in the West.
Even one person's account of his or her
experience during those ten days could
fill a book, what t o speak of trying to
write one page in remembrance. His
Grace flowed mightily-as
we all
know - and the comments I've heard
during and since the Tour have mainly
expressed awe at His, well, awesomeness. Who could have sat through that
incredible storm-satsang without marvelling at the Godman's equipoise? What
Grace had come to bear in order to allow
us twenty minutes of uninterrupted,
wordless Darshan as Nature shouted,
sang, and wept torrents over our heads?
I found my attention riveted on His
Face, my mind resolving for the thousandth time to hie on the Path Godward
in the company of this great Being.
With that deluge-in-a-satsang as a
centerpiece, my memory of the Tour is
like a symphony composed of hundreds
of small, profound happenings in the
course of the six weeks I was at the Ashram. The weeks leading to His early arrival and the arrival of the dear ones had
hardly seemed symphonic at the time,
given the heat, dust, and hurry t o get
ready. Yet later, as a dear sister and I
stood on the hill overlooking the langar
canopy, regarding the first mass meal in
progress, we shared the uncanny feeling
that none of us had done a thing. He was
running the whole show, carrying all present through their motions with waves of
Grace. He corroborated this during the
sevadar darshan, in which He said that
the sevadars should never think they had
done anything, that in fact the Master
HE MASTER'S
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had made all the arrangements and was
taking care of the dear ones.
I'd like to share a lesson I learned
about seva: the importance of staying on
task even as more important events-in
this case, darshan - seem to beckon. A
few days before the program started,
Sant Ji took a walk around the ashram
specifically to see what kinds of preparations were going on. "The Master wants
to see the seva in progress," advised the
sevadars in charge. "Be working when
He walks by."
The Information Booth (where I was
to work during the program) had in fact
opened, though "business" was a little
slow as the mass of dear ones had yet to
arrive. As the time for His walk drew
near, a crowd started to form in that
area, as it was a central location with lots
of room to see Him approach and pass.
As I stood in the booth, however, I began t o worry that I'd only get to see His
turban passing, behind the crowd. I
slipped out, and propped myself near the
door. I worried further that I was being
too conspicuous (oh mind!), so I sidled
over to the front of the booth, standing
on the end of the porch so I could see
over the heads of the people lined up.
Soon the Gracious One could be seen
leaving the satsang canopy, beard and
turban brilliant white through the green
foliage. Such a miracle t o watch, even in
the ordinary act of walking. In no time
He was approaching, apparently headed
past us on His way to the Children's Area
and Langar. Suddenly feeling conspicuous again, I stepped down to the
ground. However, as He drew about
even with us, He glanced over at the
Information Booth, smiled broadly, and
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did the only U-turn I've ever seen Him
do. Sant Ji headed for the door, stepped
inside, and gave sweet darshan and loving words to the dear, obedient sisters
who had stayed at their post. I watched
from outside, nose-level with the counter, feeling like a jerk. He saw me and
gave me sweet, grave darshan. YOGwere
supposed to be in here, He seemed to
say.
I wanted to burst into tears, of course,
but managed to watch Him exit and resume His walk towards the lower field.
What could I do? Roll the cameras
back? Retake the scene? Of course not it wasn't my show (though as a sister
later reminded me, it may have been all
my own projection). In any case, although His physical form had walked
away, He did not leave me in the emotional lurch. "You look like you're being
awfully hard on yourself about something," said an unfamiliar voice, as I
slouched off the porch and back toward
my duty. I mumbled a reply. Whoever
had spoken to me continued, "He doesn't
want us to beat ourselves up, you know."

Oh yeah. Okay, I wouldn't beat myself
up anymore. But neither would I ever
leave my seva in that way again!
"Initiation is a real commitment to
learning," I later overheard a brother
counselling a younger disciple. A helpful
reminder. I found myself musing that
time spent with the Godman must be the
most intensive learning program possible, and that perhaps the first lesson is in
learning to learn. If I can see a lesson
and own it as a direct teaching from the
Master, I may progress in changing my
behavior to better serve Him. I found
this Tour to be a time of full-tilt
education-practically (in terms of arrangements and planning), interpersonally (serving and being served in His
Name), and spiritually (this world is a
scary storm; He is the Peace at the
center - focus on Him).
May this symphony of love and learning, of cleansing, contemplation and
song, work and worship, play on in our
hearts and minds as we each return to
our otherworlds. And may It crescendo
again as Master's Tour 1991!

On Sending Letters to Sant Ji:
Those wishing to s e n d letters t o the Master should please note the
following: Letters going from countries outside North America should
be sent to:
Raaj Kumar Bagga
P.O. Box 6313
Ramesh Nagar Post Office
N e w Delhi 110015, INDIA
This is Pappu's n e w address. Note: This post box will not accept any
Registered mail.)
Letters going from North America should be sent to:
Russell & Judith Perkins
R.R. 2, Box 111
Antrim, N.H. 03440, U.S.A.
Letters t o this address are sent in packets, timed t o coincide with
Pappu's trips t o Rajasthan. Letters sent this way are more likely t o
reach Him safely a n d quickly, a n d are easier t o handle i n India. (This is
Pappu's request .)

